


Instructions:
Becoming a woman is a very special process that many girls don’t know much about. Gals Bio created this game to
help facilitate the conversation between female figures and young girls to educate young women about their periods
and their bodies.

Prep the game:
Cut each square with a question on it. Shuffle the cards and set them to the side. Fold the board (the uterus) in half.

Play!
Mom will play on the left side of the uterus and daughter will play on the right side of the uterus. Start at the ovary
and work your way down. Stop on each star and randomly pick up a card from the correct category with a question
on it. Discuss the question. Answer it, share a story, talk about a hypothetical situation. All of these are important to
help a young girl understand how her body works in a safe and communicative environment.

Finished?
Hang up your badges! When you are done and feel that you have all the information needed, please share your
Becoming a Woman experience with us! We want to hear your thoughts and the memories that you have made with
each other!





If you have any questions or would like to know more you can use this QR code to visit the websites and journals that
will answers to questions that you or your child may have:



AWARDS:



Questions:

General - dark red

Why is my period
irregular?

Describe how the egg
moves through the
uterus.

Can I feel the egg
moving?

How many days will
I bleed for?

Why do I get my
period?

How long does each
cycle last?

Name each part of
the uterus. Bonus if
you can explain its
function!

What are common
period symptoms?

Should I worry about
the pain?

Am I losing too much
blood?

What causes period
symptoms?

When does my
period become
regular/level out?



What do I do if my
period starts all of the
sudden and I am not
prepared?

Can I still play sports
on my period?

What is PMS?
(premenstrual
syndrome)

What is TSS (Toxic
Shock Syndrome)?
How can I avoid it?

What are the current
hygiene products on
the market and how
are they used?

What do I do if I get
my period at school
and do not have
anything with me?

Is brown discharge
normal?

What color should
the blood be?

Why do my boobs
hurt?

Is it normal to have
cravings?

Why do I poop so
much on my period?

Which products
should I use and
when?

What is
endometriosis?

How will I know if I
have endometriosis?

Will I know if I have
endometriosis?



When should I go to
the gynecologist for
endometriosis
testing?

When should I go to
the gynecologist for a
general check?

Personal stories/anecdotes - purple

When was your first
period?

Have you ever been
embarrassed by
having your period?

Has your period ever
stopped you from
doing something?

Have you ever bled
through clothes and
onto something?

Has anyone ever
asked if you were on
your period because
you were moody?

Has your cycle ever
synced up with a
friend?

Will people know
when I am on my
period?

Do boys have
anything like this?



Sexual awareness - red

Is it normal for sex to
hurt?

What is a sexually
transmitted infection
(STI)?

What is female
pleasure?

What is
masturbation?

Is it normal to want
sex?

What age should I go
to the gynecologist if
I am sexually active?

Pregnancy - pink

What are the chances
of getting pregnant?

How will I know when
I am pregnant?

When are the
chances of getting
pregnant?

What is an ectopic
pregnancy?

What is a
miscarriage?

How long is
pregnancy and what
are trimesters?



Can I get pregnant on
my period?

What does it mean if I
am late or miss my
period?

How does birth
control work?

What is birth control? What are different
types of birth
control?

What is the
difference between
hormonal and non
hormonal birth
control?

Fertility - blue

What is ovulation? Does age impact
fertility?

What does IVF mean?

When do I ovulate? Should I freeze my
eggs?

How do I know if I am
fertile or not?



What does the ovary
do?

What does it mean
to get your period?

When does my period
stop? (what age)
Why?


